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MEMBERS' QUERIES 

PERFIN "ARMS TYPE"  DBS 0160.01 

DAVE HILL says, "there is one "arms type" which has 
not been identified. This is as illustrated.  
In the New Illustrated Catalogue the period of use  
is given as 1895-1905 and stamps known used are  
ld lilac, ½d Jubilee and ld E VII. 

"The problem is we are not sure what heraldic  
devices are supposed to be depicted here.  
I won't say what I think they are as it may mis- 
lead you, but a member with some knowledge of  

heraldry may be able to say for certain. If the arms were  
officially granted we should be able to find to whom they were  
granted: however they may be unofficial. 

"Strangely, stamps with this perfin are known used in Dublin at  
the turn of the century. This is the same period as the perfin of  
the City of Dublin arms (3 Castles on a Shield) is known used." 

(Ed. - Look back at Bulletin 252 Pg.4. Nora Wright made the same  
query but as far as I know, no answers were received.) 

SLA/TER PERFIN 

DAVE HILL writes that in Sloper's first ledger the fullname perfin 
SLA/TER is listed against Slater and Bodega. Tomkins lists Fortes  
against F0010.01M and states that they replaced Slater and Bodega.  
From this start can anyone go back in history to find where the  
original Slater company was or any other information that will  
enable us to positively identify them with this fullname die?  
What postmarks do members have on their copies of S4380.01 and 02? 
Both are common Sloper alphabet so I would not expect to see them  
on stamps issued before about 1930. 

(Ed.  - John Donner may have the answer to this in his new Full- 
Names Catalogue.) "CROWN OVER ST"  PERFIN 

DAVE HILL refers to the article in Bulletin 267 Pg.14 on British  
Colliery Perfins by Roy Gault. Roy showed a perfin "BC" as being  
known used by Bereton Colliery. Now Ledger 1 (Sloper's) also  
shows what could be a CROWN over ST against this user as well. 
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Roy's article stated that this colliery was  
originally owned by the Earl of Shrewsbury and  
Talbot, presumably this was the reason for the  
Crown over the ST. 

If you have the CROWN over ST perfin with a  
Rugeley, Staffs postmark this would give us a  
possible new identity. 

*         *          *           *           * 

POSSIBLE NEW PERFINS  Help Wanted  Contact Dave Hill 

The following perfins are listed in the first Sloper Ledger which  
we have. The problem is there are no actual perfins shown, just a 
manuscript representation of what the perfin looked like. The  
only way we can guess at which perfin belonged to which user is by 
finding postmarked copies. I have picked users from the ledger  
which we have not previously identified with a perfin and with  
distinctive letter patterns which, I hope, couldn't have been used  
by anyone else. Also I have had to leave out users with addresses  
in Central London. So many perfins were used there that post- 
marked copies would be no reliable guide. 

I hope members will check their collections with the list and let  
me know if they have these perfin patterns with these postmarks.  
If you have, please send me the stamp or a photocopy or a tracing  
and details of the postmarks and I will check the catalogue  
number. I have not given catalogue numbers in case you still use  
one of the old catalogues, or indeed don't have a catalogue at all. 

If you can't help with these but think you might with others, let  
me know. To avoid taking up valuable Bulletin space in future I  
will issue these in the form of a worksheet to members who respond. 

PERFIN    POSTMARK   POSSIBLE USER 

AW/HC  Acton/Wembley  Acton & Wembley Hospital Committee. 
A&B   West Bromwich  Adams A Benson. 
A Ld   Croydon      Allders Ltd. 
JJ     Bournemouth   J.J. Allen. 
AS/&C°  Nottingham    Allen Solly & Co. 
AB/LD  Southampton   Allen Bros. 

*         *          *           *           * 

 




